ZODIAC FORECAST 2017
鸡年生肖运程

Rat 鼠
Ranked 6th

Auspicious Number(s): 5
Auspicious Colour(s): Yellow, Brown
Compatible Zodiac Sign(s): Dragon
Click to Play

Luck Cycle (
)
With a middling luck cycle, the resourceful Rat will need to put some effort into career and academic pursuits this year. Although
you may revel in personal celebrations and joyous life events this year, you are still prone to bouts of anxiety and depression.
Open communication is vital to preventing emotional trauma and misunderstandings.
)
Wealth Luck (
This year, you can look forward to a steady stream of wealth from smooth business operations. If you work hard enough, you
may even begin to realize your plans for growth and expansion. Sound investments will also provide you with satisfying returns.
Be warned, though: the presence of Tai Yin Feminine Star means that males may be ensnared in scandal or clash with business
vendors and investment professionals.
)
Romance Luck (
Love is in the air for those born in the Year of the Rat. If you are single, a long-pursued romantic interest will finally blossom into
a relationship, so make sure you persist and don’t give up! This is also an ideal period for dating couples to tie the knot and
possibly move into a new home, while married couples can plan for a new addition to the family.
Wear White Phantom Quartz for emotional stability in 2017!

Ox 牛
Ranked 7th

Auspicious Number(s): 7, 10
Auspicious Colour(s): White, Gold
Compatible Zodiac Sign(s): Rooster
Click to Play

Luck Cycle (
)
A gathering of unlucky stars creates pitfalls for your health and wealth, but staying resolute and maintaining healthy lifestyle
habits shall help to resolve the worst of these disasters. You may find yourself beset with legal matters if you are not direct
enough. Make family your first priority as their support will help you overcome difficulties.
)
Wealth Luck (
With Fu Chen Emotional Star causing unsettled emotions and doubt, you may find yourself working harder to enhance your
wealth. Let go of minor business issues, otherwise micro-managing will cost you bigger opportunities. You should take some
time to discern true friends before you lose your wealth or worse still, get implicated in illegal transactions.
)
Romance Luck (
This year, you may easily get hurt by romantic interests or conversely, turn towards manipulating and hurting others. Therefore,
avoid romance until you regain control of your life. For those who are dating or are married, the appearance of a third party may
cause you to wreck your relationship. Put your family first as their love is deeply rooted and their happiness will influence you
positively too.
Wear Moonstone to boost communication skills in 2017!

Tiger 虎
Ranked 4th

Auspicious Number(s): 7
Auspicious Colour(s): Red, Orange
Compatible Zodiac Sign(s): Horse
Click to Play

)
Luck Cycle (
After a busy 2016, this year promises better fortune for the brave Tiger. Your excellent luck cycle extends to all aspects of life,
dispelling inauspiciousness and paving the way for career and academic endeavours to go well. However, unlucky stars may still
pose challenges in your path to greater financial stability. You will also need to watch out for health threats.
)
Wealth Luck (
With great luck in the wealth sector, you can look forward to growing value of your business and investments. That said, Jie Sha
Robbery Star may cause difficulties in wealth retention. Therefore, you should shift some of your equity to lower-risk investments,
especially if you are too busy to monitor your portfolio. Despite the possibility of windfalls, do not gamble as you are simply
wasting your money.
)
Romance Luck (
You will see progress in your love life this year, with moments of bonding and trust cementing your connection with your partner.
Those who are single should let nature take its course instead of hoping for intense passion or dramatic overtures. If you are
planning to get married, watch out for unnecessary spending on your wedding as wealth retention may prove to be a stumbling
block this year.
Wear Charoite for increased determination in 2017!

Rabbit 兔
Ranked 11th

Auspicious Number(s): 12
Auspicious Colour(s): Blue, Black
Compatible Zodiac Sign(s): Pig
Click to Play

)
Luck Cycle (
A challenging year lies ahead for you in all aspects of life. However, with the protection of Yue Kong Auspicious Star, you shall be
able to overcome this challenging period. For your health and safety, you should consider praying at places of worship according
to your religion. During these trying times, stay optimistic and rely on good friends to bolster your mood.
)
Wealth Luck (
Your ailing luck cycle implies a major loss of wealth this year, so be extremely cautious with cash flow and investments. If necessary,
streamline your business operations and wait for a more opportune time to grow. Finally, do not be tempted by shortcuts to
wealth as illicit business opportunities will only see you end up behind bars.
)
Romance Luck (
Pursuing love takes a backseat this year as you focus on resolving financial and health issues, so do not let yourself be led on by
potential partners who are uninterested in furthering the relationship. Those who are dating or married should spend quality
one-on-one time with their partner. Step back and look at the bigger picture of your future together and cherish your partner’s
support.
Wear Super 7 to aid in career and romance matters in 2017!

Dragon 龙
Ranked 1st

Auspicious Number(s): 5, 7, 10
Auspicious Colour(s): Yellow, Brown,

		

White, Gold

Compatible Zodiac Sign(s): Rooster, 		

			

Pig
Click to Play

)
Luck Cycle (
With multiple lucky stars shining on you this year, 2017 sees those born in the year of Dragon enjoying immense luck in all
aspects of life. You shall forge plenty of harmonious interpersonal relationships which will bring about good fortune. Share the
blessings you’ve received through charitable deeds.
)
Wealth Luck (
This is a period of time when prosperity, be it through business or investments, will seem to fall into your lap. Thanks to Zi Wei
Benefactor Star, you’ll meet generous people who will present you with solid opportunities to grow in wealth. Despite that, you
will still need to get through with hard work to get the lucrative business deals, commissions and pay increments that await.
)
Romance Luck (
Singles can expect to meet many potential partners if you expand your social circle through hobby and interest groups. Those
who are dating should prepare to take your relationship to a more serious level before it stagnates – it’s time for meeting each
other’s family and discuss finances. Those who are married can try new activities and hobbies together to nurture your love.
Wear Amazonite to boost creativity in 2017!

Snake 蛇
Ranked 12th

Auspicious Number(s): 7, 10
Auspicious Colour(s): White, Gold
Compatible Zodiac Sign(s): Rooster

Click to Play

)
Luck Cycle (
An absence of lucky stars signifies a sharp decline in your luck cycle. This year, you must keep a low profile and avoid succumbing
to envy of those around you who are faring better. In the face of numerous minor hassles and frustrating events, strive on and
you will emerge stronger!
)
Wealth Luck (
You should take this opportunity to reassess your financial portfolio and minimise risk by all means, even if a particular industry
or investment seems to be reaping huge profits at the moment. Do not be too proud to consult trusted friends and professionals.
With malevolent forces abound, you must watch out for schemes that threaten to wipe out your savings.
)
Romance Luck (
With difficulties confronting you in all aspects of life, romance may well be another hindrance. To prevent any broken hearts,
singles must stay away from those who try to take advantage of your vulnerability and string you along for their own pleasure.
Conversely, those who are dating or married should work hard to maintain your relationship. Share your woes with your partner
and ask for personal space if necessary.
Wear Tiger Iron Jasper for better health and confidence in 2017!

Horse 马
Ranked 2nd

Auspicious Number(s): 11
Auspicious Colour(s): Yellow, Brown
Compatible Zodiac Sign(s): Dog
Click to Play

)
Luck Cycle (
An extremely auspicious year awaits the tenacious horse in 2017! All aspects of your life will be smooth-sailing and you will be
rewarded handsomely for your hard work. This is an ideal year to embark on new life journeys, be it starting a new career or a
new family. However, you must not get complacent, especially when it comes to maintaining interpersonal relationships.
)
Wealth Luck (
Under the guidance of auspicious stars, you shall enjoy substantial returns from sound investments and carefully nurtured business
partnerships. Previous good deeds may also reward you with unexpected fortune. However, you should refrain from lavish
spending, indulging in promiscuous activity or being overly generous. Instead, take this opportunity to make further, more
diversified investments in new markets.
)
Romance Luck (
With Hong Luan Romance Star’s gentle glow, singles may well find “The One” and those who are dating may find this a good
time to get married. Those who are married should not take your partner for granted. Connect with your partner by showing
interest and support in their daily life.
Wear Citrine for enhanced willpower in 2017!

Goat 羊
Ranked 9th

Auspicious Number(s): 7
Auspicious Colour(s): Red, Orange
Compatible Zodiac Sign(s): Horse
Click to Play

Luck Cycle (
)
A downturn in your luck cycle in 2017 does not spell doom and gloom as Ba Zuo Achievement Star shall aid you towards job
promotion. This year, be wary of villains who are looking to harm you; be alert and keep a low profile. Family relationships prove
to be a challenge and you will need to pay more attention to loved ones in order to maintain harmony. Seniors must watch out
for even minor illnesses and ailments as these may progress into more severe health issues.
)
Wealth Luck (
In the midst of instability, accumulating wealth will be difficult this year. With the likelihood of wealth loss in any major
undertakings, you are safer shelving plans for business expansion until a later time. Focus on maintaining smooth operations
and building financial reserves so that when your luck improves, you’ll be ready to leap to success.
)
Romance Luck (
When it comes to matters of the heart, you are likely to meet with setbacks and discouragement this year. Those who are single
may find themselves snubbed by love interests. Additionally, you should be wary of clashes with parents and in-laws as it will
impact your relationship with your partner. Try to give in and show your concern for them.
Wear Red Obsidian for better concentration in 2017!

Monkey 猴
Ranked 10th

Auspicious Number(s): 1, 5
Auspicious Colour(s): Blue, Black,

		

Yellow, Brown

Compatible Zodiac Sign(s): Rat, Dragon
Click to Play

)
Luck Cycle (
After a dismal 2016, you will see marginally improved luck this year. A breakthrough in your career is at hand but matters of the
heart prove to be frustrating and affect your concentration. Harmful stars also seek to wreck your body with illnesses, so make
your health a priority and do not let other aspects of your life take a toll on it.
)
Wealth Luck (
You will need to work harder this year to manage your wealth. Operational issues may lead to cash flow issues even though your
business is gaining ground. Investments may also see low earnings or losses. Refrain from cutting corners in business or entering
shady investment schemes. Such illicit activities may cause you to get sued, and you may even face imprisonment if mediation
is unsuccessful.
)
Romance Luck (
Matters of the heart will need to take a backseat this year. For those who are single, your sociable nature leads you to encounters
with many potential partners, but most of them are not interested in a serious commitment. Both dating and married couples
should take more effort to strengthen their relationship by spending quality time together and communicating on joint responsibilities, such as managing finances and parental roles.
Wear Pearl to improve interpersonal relationships in 2017!

Rooster 鸡
Ranked 5th

Auspicious Number(s): 5
Auspicious Colour(s): Yellow, Brown
Compatible Zodiac Sign(s): Dragon

Click to Play

)
Luck Cycle (
2017 remains a relatively auspicious year for the Rooster. Career, academic and wealth luck is strong for you this year. As you enjoy
smooth progress at work and school, remain focused. Do not allow distractions to hinder you from a fruitful year. Stay positive
and know that you can overcome anything.
)
Wealth Luck (
You can expect to see your wealth grow with the aid of Jin Kui Wealth Star. Your business’s growth will attract investors and buyers,
and you should consider selling it as this is an ideal time to start other planned ventures. However, you should not get cocky as
it can lead you to make risky financial decisions.
)
Romance Luck (
When it comes to affairs of the heart, those who are single may have problems finding a serious partner as people tend to focus
more on your persona rather than who you truly are on the inside. Those who are in a relationship or married may face
communication problems. Consider travelling overseas together to unwind and relive happy moments together.
Wear Tiger's Eye to improve mental clarity in 2017!

Dog 狗
Ranked 3rd

Auspicious Number(s): 7
Auspicious Colour(s): Red, Orange
Compatible Zodiac Sign(s): Horse
Click to Play

)
Luck Cycle (
After a trying year in 2016, your luck cycle improves tremendously in the year of the Rooster. Tai Yang Success Star shines the way
to significant accomplishments in your business and career, leading to a boost in wealth, as well as academic excellence. In the
midst of all these positive developments, make time for your partner as well as your health in order to maintain a good balance.
)
Wealth Luck (
Your righteous nature will bring you benefactors this year who present you with opportunities to grow your business in developing
markets, and you may even find helpful partners that provide useful tips for work. Refrain from spending lavishly as ability, not
connections, shall maintain this wealth. Do not be impulsive when making business and investment decisions, especially when
promised returns sound too good to be true.
)
Romance Luck (
This is a good year for the bachelors and bachelorettes to change your status! Your loyal nature makes you selective in deciding
who to settle down with, but potential partners will soon prove their dedication to you. Those who are in a relationship or are
married must make extra effort in communicating with your partner. This is especially important if your other half is experiencing
a downturn in luck this year.
Wear Ametrine to inspire wisdom and creativity in 2017!

Pig 猪
Ranked 8th

Auspicious Number(s): 3
Auspicious Colour(s): Green
Compatible Zodiac Sign(s): Tiger
Click to Play

)
Luck Cycle (
For the good-natured Pig, this year is fraught with obstacles and you will need to rely on strong interpersonal relationships to
tide through this period. As marital woes may be commonplace this year, this is a good time to travel overseas for your personal
well-being as well as for the possibility of new career prospects.
)
Wealth Luck (
Preserving your wealth will require extra effort this year as Da Sha Major Disaster Star causes additional expenditure to fix
problems like tax discrepancies and business account shortfalls. With the many distractions you face in various aspects of your
life, your judgement may be compromised. Trust the advice of professionals and cut your losses if your investments are failing
instead of recklessly holding on.
)
Romance Luck (
Your love life will be hit-and-miss this year if you are looking for a partner. While you have several romantic interests, you are
unwilling to compromise on your values and beliefs just to get into a relationship. If you are dating or married, try to be more
patient and forgiving with your partner.
Wear Blue Ruby to athract benefactors in 2017!
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